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Linking Shakespeare’s tragedy wth my research

https://melaniewhiteblog.wordpress.com/2013/01/22/discussion-isolation/
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Preparing the scene: Fishing over the centuries

XVIII century
Northern Adriatic

IV century Aquileia

Today everywhere

‘900 Adriatic

Today with everything



The global tragedy

http://www.seaaroundus.org



Discards Catch

By-catchTarget species

Non-commercial speciesOther commercial species Unwanted catch of 
endangered species

Fish market Discarded catch

> minimum size < minimum size



The global tragedy

FAO-GFCM. State of Mediterranean and Black Seas, 2017



With the Common Fisheries Policy regulations EU 
1380/2013; EU 1392/2014 was introduced the so 
called discard ban or “landing obligation” (LO). 

According to this regulation catch of species subject to 
catch limits (quotas) or minimum sizes shall be 
retained on board the fishing vessel and landed and 
not used for human consumption

Common Fishery Policy regulation created for 
reducing the bycatch and the discards of european
fisheries. 

Application starting 2015 with a few species, full in 
place from January 2019

The Regulation



Less simple than we think



Discussion, doubts… the question!

“To be, or not to be, that is the question: Whether 'tis nobler in the 
mind to suffer The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles And by opposing end them. 
To die—to sleep, No more; and by a sleep to say we end”

To land or not to land?



Ecosystem modelling for a quantitative answer



the question!

Although discards are clearly
undesiderable and need to be 
reduced they have an ecological role, 
so it is better to land them or not?

Give an answer by evaluating
ecological, economic consequences
and possible strategies



Ecosystem modelling for a quantitative answer
Ecopath with Ecosim



Ecosystem modelling for a quantitative answer

Total commercial landings: 7320 t (2005)
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Total discarded catch : 7080 t (2005)
Not subject to Landing obligation regulation : 6160 t ( 87%)

Subject to Landing obligation regulation : 920 t ( 13%)
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A model is not reality…



An ensemble of 21 Models Calibrated with time 
series (2005-2015) of local biomass estimates, 
catches, forced with official effort data (EU Fleet
register; DCF data) and primary production changes
(satellite, Copernicus simulations)

…but a good representation
of reality for our purposes



Predicted Ecosystem changes
1 - direct effects
on scavengers

2- negative indirect 
effects on other top 

predators and others

Differences = Landing obligation scenario – Status quo scenario

3 - positive 
indirect effects

Landing obligation
result in small BUT 
NEGATIVE effects

Biomass at sea: - 0.20%

the reduced
resources for 
scavengers
(e.g. Decapods) 

the cascading
effects up to their
predators (e.g. 
cephalopods)

Less Predators = less
predation for some 
other preys (e.g. 
invertebrate feeder
fish)



Fisheries managed by 
Quota system

(Northern European Seas)
Quota is defined and it

includes discards

Fisheries managed
by effort control

(Mediterranan Sea)

Landings constant before and 
after Landing obligation

Landings increase because of 
Landing Obligation

So why the regulation?

Population at sea Population at sea



Predicted socio-economic changes Total landingsMarketable landings
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-0.4% 13.0%

decrease of marketable landings increased workload, doubled for OTB



Revenues from marketable 
landings

-0.5%

Total revenues
- hypothesis:

discard sold for fishmeal 0.20 €/kg
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decrease of marketable revenues only OTB total revenues increase



The end of the tragedy: all losers

Effects of landing obligation

Less ecosystem biomasses at sea
(approx -0.2%)

increase landed material
(approx +13%)
[more work for fishermen]

Less revenues commercial landings
(-0.5%)

If discards sold for fishmeal: no increase
in profit (change 0%)



Beyond the tragedy
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Using the model to show the 
effects of adaptation scenarios
Trying to reduce discards to land++
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Adaptation scenarios: some light?
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0)   Landing Obligation
A) introduction of quotas for small 

pelagic fish;
B) halving the fishing effort of 

otter trawl fisheries; 
C) improving selectivity of trawl  

fisheries; 
D) application of both quotas for 

small pelagic fish and improving 
selectivity for trawl fisheries.
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OK, a model is not reality…but it helps!



Further readings



The End
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